
Questing



Questing is a method of discovering 

heritage and creating unmarked paths 

(quests), which you can wandering 

following tips from rhymed short texts 

with riddles.

Every quest provide you to the place 

where the treasure is hidden in a box or 

chest with rubber stamp inside.

You have to put this stamp on your quest 

card to prove that you passed the quest 

and solved the mystery.



In USA, where the idea of discovering the valors of 

nature and heritage was found, quests are often 

compare with looking for treasures.  

Main objective of creating  quests is focus an 

attention on specific elements and stories 

connected with  local nature and cultural  heritage.

Main objective of creating  quests is focus an 

attention on specific elements. It is very important 

to know how amazing is the space where we are 

living, its genius loci. We can do this thanks to pay 

attention to usual places and show how 

exceptional, attractive and valuable they are.



Many different members of local community may participate in the process of creating quests.  

The quests often are created by students in collaboration with local enthusiastic, scientists, 

specialist, who have specific knowledge about the region (legends, anecdotes, trivia).

They (creators) may invite some institutions to participate in developing quests. They can use 

maps, books, oral stories. In one, not to interesting town, you can create uncountable number of 

quests, if you are good obserwator, you are able to search and catch specific stories and themes, 

if you are open minded and creative.



The quest is a perfect, attractive 

form of tourism, could be a 

complement of marked routes. It is 

very popular method of regional 

education in USA. There are regions 

which  specialized themselves in 

questing- for example the valley of 

Connecticut river in Vermont and 

New Hampshire.







our quests ❖ quest is a kind of story

❖ pay attention to your own idea, goal, 

❖ before you start to create the quest, 

you have to find an answer for the 

question - what story would you like 

to tell the others

❖ theme

❖ graphic

❖ rhymes and text

❖ remember about logo

❖ dissemination and continuation


